
 
 

Book Now/Inquiry form from Owner Rez 

Adding your booking/inquiry widget to your listing allows guests to book with you directly using your 

Owner Rez software and allows you better tracking of your $99 investment.  

If you use Owner Rez, we highly recommend you add the booking/inquiry widget (if it was there before, 

you’ll have to add it again).  

Here is how to add widgets: 

Log into Owner Rez and click Settings: Widgets. Create a booking/inquiry widget. 

Once you create the widget, click the copy button under “Embed Code.”  

 

 

 

Next, log into PCBRBO.com, go to My Listings, and click the edit icon for that property,  

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

On the Description page, paste the code from Owner Rez into the Owner Rez Booking/Inquiry widget 

box. Save. 

 

 

The next improvement is to add the Owner Rez calendar availability widget. For steps to complete that, 

scroll down… 

 

 

 



 
Adding the Availability/Nightly Rates Calendar  

Go back to Owner Rez and the Settings: Widget page. Create a widget for a multiple month calendar.  

You can determine how many months to show, what color to use to show unavailability, and you can 

elect to show the daily rates (which I recommend doing so you do not need to fill in the custom rates on 

the PCBRBO listing).  

Follow the same steps of copying the Embed code, then go to the Calendar page of the listing set up, 

and paste that code into the calendar widget section:  

 

Once you save, confirm this was done correctly by clicking on your listing to see how the booking form 

appears on the top right side and the availability calendar appears below it.  

See example listing below: 

If you are using the 

Owner Rez widget, you 

do not need to populate 

the iCal feed boxes. 



 
 

 

While editing your listing, also be sure to update your Bed Configuration on the Details page (new) and 

the Terms and Conditions at the bottom of the Details page. 

Form appears 

top right 

Calendar (with 

nightly rates) appears 

below the form 


